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5G and IoT – buzzword cousins

• Looking back: IoT is old
• Billions and billions of IoT devices justify 5G investment and hype
• rather than 5G as minor efficiency tune-up for 4G

• There is no single IoT network technology
• Economics of edge/fog/dew/… computing
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Hype feedback loop
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5G IoT

“IoT will drive 5G demand!”

5G provides 1 ms latency!

initial non-5G IoT
networks: low 

complexity, very 
low speed
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Natural evolution
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Billions and billions of devices

https://www.gartner.com/newsroom/id/3598917

roughly 3 
devices per 

human
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Pick your number
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è the keynote estimator: the higher, the more likely to be cited in a keynote



IoT is not exactly new (1978)
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IoT – an idea older than the web (1985)
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CORRECTING THE IOT HISTORY 
CHETAN SHARMA 

 

In the last 5 years, IoT has entered the industry consciousness. There are varying forecasts 
calling for tremendous growth and revenue generation opportunities. We have argued IoT as 
part of the Connected Intelligence Evolution and have published a couple of papers on this topic 
of ongoing research. Last year, we delved into the history of IoT. Before it was fashionable to say 
IoT, it was M2M, and before that Telemetry and Telemetric systems.  

During our research last year, we came across something that our industry and the media got 
wrong – the origination of the term “Internet of Things” or “IoT.” The current thinking is that 
the term first originated at the Auto-ID center at MIT around 1999.  

IoT didn’t really enter the conversation until ITU’s IoT report in 2005. It took another 5-6 year 
before the 50B forecasts started appearing for connected devices and of course the lion-share of 
the growth was attributed to IoT. Regardless of the forecasts, IoT is a thriving ecosystem and the 
future of opportunities and its relevance in transforming industries has never been more 
important. 

  

Peter Lewis with Harry Brock, President, Metrocall in 1982 (Black Enterprise, 
June 1983)  (Left). Peter Lewis in 2015 (Right) 

That’s why it is important to get the historical context right. To the extent we could find, the 
term “Internet of Things” was first conceptualized, coined, and published in Sept 
1985 by Peter T. Lewis in a speech to the Congressional Black Caucus Foundation 15th Annual 
Legislative Weekend in Washington, D.C. There was no widespread availability of Internet in 
those days so the Internet didn’t archive it some place and Peter Lewis was busy with his new 
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startup endeavors and we lost track of an important speech that brought together the vision of 
IoT together. Only a few close friends and colleagues knew about the speech.  

The full speech is published with permission in this note and as you will see, his vision was spot 
on – 30 years ago. Peter was uniquely positioned to understand the confluence of machines, 
wireless, Internet, applications because he had been exposed to them from different angles by 
then.  

By connecting devices such as traffic signal control boxes, underground gas 
station tanks and home refrigerators to supervisory control systems, 
modems, auto-dialers and cellular phones, we can transmit status of these 
devices to cell sites, then pipe that data through the Internet and address it 
to people near and far that need that information.  I predict that not only 
humans, but machines and other things will interactively communicate via 
the Internet.  The Internet of Things, or IoT, is the integration of people, 
processes and technology with connectable devices and sensors to 
enable remote monitoring, status, manipulation and evaluation of 
trends of such devices.  When all these technologies and voluminous 
amounts of Things are interfaced together -- namely, devices/machines, 
supervisory controllers, cellular and the Internet, there is nothing we 
cannot connect to and communicate with.  What I am calling the Internet 
of Things will be far reaching. 

Peter started his career as a young commander and nuclear officer-in-charge in the US Army 
and served in the US and abroad in charge of critical communications and as a nuclear officer, in 
charge of running NATO’s first strike force during the cold war. In fact, here is a fascinating 
trivia for the history buffs – Peter was called by the Secret Service to retrofit President Regan’s 
Limo (it was a 1972 Lincoln Presidential parade car) with phone service in the Motorola shop in 
Prince Georges County in 1984. 

Peter Lewis (panel discussion 1985)

From Chetan Sharma Consulting 2016



The IoT killer app
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But controlling light switches is still not the 
best use
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Want to turn on the bedroom light? Sure, just 
pick up your smartphone, enter the unlock 
code, hit your home screen, find the Hue app, 
and flick the virtual switch. Suddenly, the smart 
home has turned a one-push task into a five-
click endeavor, leaving Philips in the amusing 
position of launching a new product, Tap, to 
effectively replicate the wall switches we 
always had.
https://techcrunch.com/2014/12/04/the-problem-with-the-internet-of-things/

http://www2.meethue.com/en-us/the-range/hue-tap/


Generational surprises
Generation Expectation Surprise Cost per GB
0G
(landline)

voice fax & modem

1G corporate limousine eavesdropping

2G better voice quality (“digital!”) SMS $1000

3G WAP web $100

4G IMS YouTube, WhatsApp,

notifications

$10

5G IoT (low latency) ? $1?

• underestimated cost and fixed-equivalence as drivers

• are the even generations the successful ones? 12



20 billion devices ≠ 20 billion device 5G 
connections

hybrid connectivity: cheap +
ubiquitous

managed connectivitycheap connectivity
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IoT requirements
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relay(traffic(generated(or(consumed(by(humans.(While(the(network(in(general(consists(of(wired(
and(wireless(devices,(the(trend(is(for(devices(to(be(wirelessly(connected(to(the(network(edge(to(
enable(lower%cost(installation,(easier(physical(reconfiguration,(and(mobile(applications.(((
(
IoT( applications( using( wireless( communications( are( highly( varied( and( differ( in( their(
requirements.( From( a( networking( perspective,( classical( IoT( applications( can( be( categorized(
along( two( dimensions( of( range( and( mobility.( Range( refers( to( the( geographic( spread( of( the(
devices.( It(describes(whether( the(devices(are(deployed( in(a( small( area,( say(within(a( couple(of(
hundred(feet(of(each(other,(or(are(dispersed(over(a(wider(area.(Mobility(refers(to(whether(the(
devices(move(and(if(so,(whether(they(need(to(communicate(while(on(the(move.(Table(1(shows(
the( five( categories( of( applications( spanning( several( orders( of(magnitude(differences( in( range.((
For(each(category,(it(shows(the(basic(device(characteristics,(services(and(suitable(networks.(
(

(
!

Table!1:!M2M!application!categories.!We!focus!on!applications!in!the!top!two!rows!which!have!a!
required!range!of!!about!1000m!for!wide?area!coverage.!Applications!in!other!rows!have!more!

established!ecosystems.!!
(
For( localized( IoT( applications,( a( short%range( network( is(most( appropriate,( allowing( the( use( of(
unlicensed( spectrum( and( maximizing( battery( life( while( meeting( the( networking( needs.( For(
example,(many(smart(home(applications(for(environment(control(and(monitoring(would(be(well(
served( using( an( 802.11%based( network.( Shorter%range( applications( can( be( enabled( using(
Bluetooth(or(NFC.(The(smartphone(can(be(used(as(hub(to(enable(personal(IoT(applications(such(
as(health(monitoring(and(local(object(tracking.(Bluetooth(is(often(used(to(connect(to(IoT(devices,(
and(an(802.11(or(cellular(connection(provides(network(access.((

For(wide%area(IoT(applications(such(as(the(connected(car(or(fleet(tracking,(a(mobile(broadband(
network( is( more( suitable( because( devices( move( over( a( wide( area.( For( applications( such( as(
metering(where( the( devices( are(widespread( but( there( is( little( need( for(mobility,( a(wide( area(
network( is( required( but( does( not( have( to( support( seamless( mobility.( Although( the( mobile(
network(meets(the(requirements( for(this(category(of(applications,(a(dedicated(network(that( is(

Wide-area Wireless Communication Challenges for the Internet of Things
Harpreet S. Dhillon, Howard Huang, Harish Viswanathan



IoT is not a helpful term
• The only common thread is what doesn’t matter: absence of a human
• Otherwise, spans every dimension of networking 
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mobility high-speed train
aeronauticalfixed infrastructure

bandwidth

latency

geography

4K video

10 ms protective
relay

remote pipeline

message/week

minutes
or hours

indoors or urban

easy hard 

cost constraints $1/year
$5/device1% of $1B bridge



What are likely cellular IoT applications?

single provider
no reliance on local Wi-Fi
but: license-free and regional only 

security cameras
(high BW density) 100% coverage

nodes / km2
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What is the scale of outdoor and distributed 
applications?

one per household or business 

(e.g., 136M housing units in 

US)

31,100 in US

but often connected to 

city fiber network

5 million (US)

62,000 in NYC

26.5M (44M) in US

$2B energy cost / year

Boston: 64k street lights

but: often connected to fiber (5G!)

268.8M (US) cars, trucks, …
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What kind of communication networks?
Dominant challenge Example solution
Low monthly cost Residential Wi-Fi

High bandwidth outdoors Stadium (spectators, cameras) 5G mmWave

High bandwidth indoors University lecture hall Wi-Fi

Outdoor, but regional Public transit, metering, traffic 
signage

NB-IoT, LoRAWAN

Outdoor, on major roads Connected vehicles DSRC + LTE?

Outdoor (including marine), 
100% coverage, small antenna

Agriculture sensors Iridium NEXT?

Outdoor (including marine), 
100% coverage, antenna size 
not limited

Agriculture machinery, 
construction, pipelines, 
shipping, logistics

LEO satellites?
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» Among all these technologies, there are pros and cons and likely they will be suitable for different applications and 
needs. Exhibit 3 compares these alternatives and the throughputs & ranges best addressed by them. In this report, we 
focus on the opportunities presented in wide-area IoT networks, which are commonly referred to as LPWAN (Low-Power 
Wide-Area Network, or LPWA or LPN), and particularly those based on licensed spectrum as they are most relevant to the 
semiconductor and operator companies that we cover. Local-area networks supported by short-range technologies will 
remain a very significant part of IoT (Exhibit 4). They are equally important and deserve more detailed but separate analysis.

EXHIBIT 3: There are pros and cons for different connectivity technologies, making them suitable for different applications 
and needs.

Source: HP Enterprise and Bernstein analysis.

EXHIBIT 4: Local-area networks supported by short-range technologies will remain a very significant part of IoT.

Note: This chart includes only the "IoT" devices and does not include smartphone, PC, and other connected devices that are part of the existing market.
Source: Ericsson and Bernstein analysis.
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5G low latency
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XX
V2I2V

X one-to-
many!

EEW
(< 5 s)

tight control loop à near-100% availability in time & space

X LAN
protective
relay



Challenge for non-carrier IoT networks

• Need international and near-universal (road) coverage
• Sigfox: 7 million connections in 20 countries (2017)

• goal: $1/year connectivity
• compete with cellular aggregators
• need to be everywhere before customers interested anywhere

• Challenging pricing model
• per month?
• per message (e.g., for lost items & problem reporting)?
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Example: gas meter using LoRAWAN

à works well for IoT applications that are inherently regional
(utilities, public transit signage)
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Short & long-range IoT networks
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Page Title Goes HereNet-Adds: Connected Cars remains the top category

© Chetan Sharma Consulting, 2018. All Rights Reserved
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Verizon telematics + IoT revenue
Page Title Goes HereVerizon IoT Revenue is becoming quite meaningful

© Chetan Sharma Consulting, 2018. All Rights Reserved

VZ: $31.8B revenue (Q118)
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Alternative: satellite communication

Iridium
two-way

GlobalStar
GPS fix every 10 minutes

LEO

NEXT
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(Dubious) economics of fog computing

hyperscale
cloud providers

free
known to OEM

”free”
privacy assurances

save access BW
low latency

save backhaul

low cost (scale, mux.)
well-known interfaces

Paas, SaaS, serverless, bare metal

limited
capacity

limited
capacity

limited capacity
business model?

heterogeneity
programming model?

> 20 ms latency
privacy concerns
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Protocols matter, but programmability 
matters more
• Nobody wants to program raw protocols
• Most significant network application creation advances:

• 1983: socket API à abstract data stream or datagram
• 1998: Java network API à mostly names, HTTP, threads
• 1998: PHP à network input as script variables
• 2005: Ruby on Rails à simplify common patterns

• Many fine protocols and frameworks failed the programmer hate 
test

• e.g., JAIN for VoIP, SOAP for RPC
• Most IoT programmers will not be computer scientists
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LTE-U
802.11n
LTE

5G – what exactly is a carrier?
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Level3
Cogent

Spectrum 
DBSpectrum 

DB

40k towers each (US)



5G: Carriers as consumer brand
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Outside Inside



What are carriers good at?

• Research?
• Software development?
• Who is going to develop those 5G SDN applications?

• OTT applications?
• API-based services?
• Why did Twilio and Tropo offer voice service APIs and not the ILECs?
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The law of new networks

• “Any new network technology will be justified on 
(finally) providing QoS”
• To succeed, they have to provide good-enough 

QoS for best effort
• at least with competition

• The business model for QoS is difficult
• see bypass toll roads

• QoS is usually not accessible to applications
• or not end-to-end
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5G & IoT prototype: Eduroam
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Conclusions

• Treat predictions of market size with extreme caution
• and IoT population ⋙ your favorite network technology share
• you will not get your appendix removed via 5G

• Economics challenging for 5G IoT and edge computing
• Key challenges:
• fragmentation of eco system (one app per device)
• security and lifecycle
• failure modes – fail safe?
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